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The Box is Plymouth’s new multi-million 
pound museum, gallery and archive. 
With brand new exhibition spaces 
alongside state-of-the-art facilities for 
research and learning, it’s the perfect 
place to teach, inspire and engage 
students of all ages.
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About this resource

This resource explores Plymouth’s involvement 
with the Transatlantic Slave Trade and its 
eventual abolition through objects, documents 
and paintings from The Box, Plymouth and other 
regional and national collections.
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It builds upon research carried out by independent curator Len Pole 
in 2007 as part of the exhibition Human Cargo, part of Abolition 200, 
organised to mark the 200th anniversary of the passing of the 1807  
Act for the Abolition of the Slave Trade. The exhibition was developed in 
partnership with the National Portrait Gallery, London. 
 
Projects in 2007 also helped raise awareness of modern forms of social 
injustice, such as human trafficking, forced labour, debt bondage and 
trade inequity. These remain globally and locally relevant today and 
continue to shape the ways in which we explore this history at The Box. 
 
Further research into Plymouth’s connections to the slave trade and 
abolition was completed by Shaun Standfield from Plymouth Library 
Services. We are also indebted to Dr Susan Leedham for sharing her 
research into the Cottonian Collection and Dr Richard Huzzey of 
Durham University for sharing research into the Abolition movement in 
Plymouth. Dr Corrine Fowler of the University of Leicester also kindly 
read and commented on a draft version.  
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In 1562, Sir John Hawkins sailed from Plymouth to 
Guinea on the west coast of Africa and became 
the first British slave trader. He kidnapped 400 
African men and women, loaded them onto his 
ships and sold them in the Caribbean.

Entry into the Transatlantic 
Slave Trade

Hawkins is believed to have enslaved up to 1,400 Africans, based 
on his ship’s records. Many merchants and privateers (captain’s 
authorised by the Queen to attack and plunder Spanish ships) 
began trading in enslaved people as they found they could make 
far more money than they could trading spices or other goods. 
 
Sugar and tobacco were imported into Plymouth and wool and 
other manufactured goods were exported. The economy of the area 
began to align with this new transatlantic trade, mainly through 
this importation and exportation of goods and the victualling of 
ships bound for Africa or the Americas.  
 
Hawkins’ personal wealth grew so huge that Queen Elizabeth I 
granted him a coat of arms, appointed him Treasurer of the Royal 
Navy in 1577 and gave him a knighthood in 1588. His personal coat 
of arms bears the image of a bound African man. 
 
South West merchants continued to exploit Africa for its precious 
metals and spices, with Exeter being given a Royal Charter in 1585. 
This placed tight controls on who could access the trade routes.



Sir John Hawkins was the archetypal Elizabethan 
pirate. Hawkins was the son of William Hawkins, 
a mayor of Plymouth and one of the city’s  
richest men.

Sir John Hawkins
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This painting depicts Hawkins in fine Elizabethan dress, displaying 
his status as a wealthy sailor and merchant. 

Hawkins was the first English merchant to sell enslaved people for 
profit. He made at least three voyages to Africa between 1562 and 
1567, with the intention of acquiring enslaved people to trade across 
the Atlantic Ocean. 

Sir Francis Drake is known to have sailed on at least one of 
those voyages. The voyages made by Hawkins were funded and 
supported by London merchants and by Queen Elizabeth I and 
brought wealth to the merchants, the Royal Family and the  
City of Plymouth. 

His new-found wealth, Naval expertise, successful expeditions 
against the Spanish and his involvement in exposing conspirators 
in the plot to assassinate Queen Elizabeth I, helped him become an 
MP and later Treasurer of the Navy. Hawkins was one of the most 
high profile and important figures in Elizabethan society.

The coat of arms in the top left of the painting includes an image of 
a bound African man, and was granted to Hawkins by  
Queen Elizabeth I.





In 1557 Hawkins married Katherine Gonson, the 
daughter of Benjamin Gonson, Treasurer of the 
Navy. Gonson resigned his position in 1577 and 
Hawkins was soon appointed as his replacement, 
holding the office for 22 years.

Margaret Hawkins’ Bond
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Hawkins made sweeping financial reforms to the Navy, upsetting 
many of his peers who had vested interests. This resulted in Hawkins 
being accused of fraud and investigated by William Cecil, 1st Baron 
Burghley, Francis Walsingham (Elizabeth’s current and previous 
‘spymaster’ generals) and his cousin Sir Francis Drake. No undue 
corruption was found.

Following the death of Katherine, Hawkins married Margaret 
Vaughan, a Lady of the Bedchamber for Elizabeth I. Soon after the 
marriage Hawkins had set sail for the Caribbean with Drake on a 
voyage seeking treasure. This voyage was to be their last - both 
probably contracting dysentry - and were buried at sea.

This document relates to the wills of both Sir John Hawkins and Sir 
Francis Drake, being a bond between Margaret and the executor of 
Drake’s will, Thomas Drake. It agrees that they will both abide by 
the ruling of the four named arbitrators in any disputes that arise 
out of their mutual executorships. Margaret was left between £2000 
and £10,000 in the will (according to different sources), between 
£500,000 to £2.4 million today. 

The poor of Plymouth were left £50 or around £12,500 today. 





While he was still a young man, Drake 
accompanied his cousin John Hawkins on slave 
trading voyages from Africa to the Caribbean 
and was involved in capturing between 1,200 
and 1,400 enslaved people.

Sir Francis Drake
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These voyages caused a great hostility between England and 
Spain, as the Spanish (alongside Portugal) claimed exclusive rights 
to trade with the Americas under the 1494 Treaty of Tordesillas. 
During Hawkins and Drake’s third slave trading expedition in 1567, 
their convoy was attacked by Spanish warships at San Juan de 
Ulúa, Mexico. 

In 1572 Queen Elizabeth I enlisted Drake as one of her ‘privateers’. 
On a voyage to Panama, Drake took aboard a skilled navigator and 
interpreter called Diego, a Cimarron (Africans who had escaped 
from their Spanish captors to settle their own villages). Diego 
accompanied Drake back to Plymouth along with around £20,000 
in Spanish gold and silver (around £5-8 million today), landing  
in 1573. 

No record of Diego’s activities for the four years he stayed in 
Plymouth exist, though it is likely he lived with and worked for Drake 
and his then wife Mary Newman at their townhouse on  
Looe Street. Diego was one of around 170 men who left Plymouth in 
1577 on the voyage that would become the first circumnavigation of 
the globe by an Englishman. Diego would die on this journey, near 
the Maluku Islands in Indonesia. 





Claudius Ptolemaeus was born c. AD 90 in 
Egypt and was known as a mathematician, 
geographer, astronomer and astrologer. He 
lived in Egypt under Roman rule, but few 
reliable details of his life are known. He died in 
Alexandria around AD 168.

Ptolemy’s Geographia or Atlas
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Ptolemy wrote three texts which would become very important to 
later Islamic and European science. The first was astronomical - 
now known as the Almagest. The second was astrological - now 
known as the Tetrabiblos. The third is now commonly called the 
Geographia, which is a thorough discussion of the extent of 
geographic knowledge of the Greco-Roman world. It provided 
instructions on how to create maps based on projections of a 
spherical earth, using latitude and longitude coordinates.

The 1513 edition, printed in Strasbourg, contains the earliest 
printed map of the ‘New World’ with the Caribbean at its centre. 
This slighter later 1520 version is an updated edition including 
newly redrawn maps by German cartographers which included 
more detailed names of the Caribbean islands and coastal places 
names in North, Central and South America. The Geographia would 
continue to be revised and reprinted until the 18th Century.

This copy is believed to have been owned by Sir Francis Drake, 
though this claim cannot be verified. As a major English seafarer 
and explorer, Drake would have been well aware of the maps and 
charts included within this book, but would also have made use of 
many others.  





Development of Trading Routes 
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The Virginia Company established the settlement of Jamestown 
in Virginia, though the Plymouth Company was unable to fulfill 
its charter. Later, the land they identified was claimed when the 
Mayflower and its passengers settled there in 1620. Both of these 
expeditions to colonise North America began their journey  
in Plymouth. 
 
Colonisation had huge implications for the indigenous populations 
these areas, leading to the destruction or displacement of entire 
communities and societies. 
 
Britain also began to colonise Caribbean islands such as Bermuda, 
St Kitt’s and Barbados in the early 17th Century.  
 
It also took Jamaica from Spain in an armed conflict.  
 
The Caribbean colonies were carved up by plantation owners 
who needed workers. To fulfill this need, Britain re-entered the 
business of transatlantic slavery. By the late 17th century Britain 
had become the dominant nation leading and profiting from 
transatlantic slavery. 
 

 

Two companies were chartered by James I in 
1606 - the Virginia Company and the Plymouth 
Company - with the goal of establishing 
settlements on the east coast of North America.
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At the same time as this, Britain also established or took-over a 
series of trading posts along the coast of West Africa. These trading 
posts were fortified and became holding places for enslaved 
people. They served as ‘processing’ areas prior to transportation 
across the Atlantic.  
 
Through the 17th Century Plymouth had gradually lost its status as 
a major trading port. A lack of major facilities for the processing of 
sugar and tobacco meant that ships returning from British colonies 
regularly docked elsewhere. Despite this, a relatively small number 
of slave ships did leave Plymouth during the late-17th to  
mid-18th Centuries. 
 
The development of a Royal Navy Dockyard at Plymouth Dock (now 
HMNB Devonport) in 1690 brought a different focus. The dockyard 
was the second significant building for military use in the area, 
joining the Citadel on the Barbican, built in 1660. The dockyard 
brought prosperity to Devonport and boosted the population to far 
above those of Plymouth or Stonehouse.



Manillas were a traditional form of currency used 
in West Africa before Portuguese traders became 
aware of and exploited their use as a means  
of exchange. 

Manillas
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They are metal bracelets or armlets with a high copper content that 
would have been worn by some African peoples as a decorative item.  
 
The name ‘manilla’ is thought to derive from the Portuguese for 
‘hand-ring’ or the Spanish for ‘bracelet’. Manillas were first used 
in Calabar, Nigeria and the traditional name for them - ‘okpoko’ - 
means money or brass.  
 
Between 1504 and 1507, Portuguese traders imported around 
287,000 manilllas into Guinea alone. A manilla mould found in Exeter 
dates to before 1625, the earliest example found in Britain to date. 
After 1690, through improvements to production within the brass 
industry, Britain dominated this highly profitable export market. In 
the 18th Century, foundries in Birmingham and later Bristol produced 
manillas for export, though with some produced elsewhere in Britain 
on a smaller-scale.  
 
Manillas were taken as cargo along with other items such as cooking 
pots and household wares, then traded for enslaved people when the 
ships arrived on the African coast. 





These leg shackles would have been used to join 
the legs of enslaved people together when they 
were being transported from Africa across the 
Atlantic by ship, as an attempt to restrict the 
possibility of mutiny or resistance.

Shackles
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Shackles were generally made from cast iron or wood. A foundry 
located in Exeter is known to have made shackles for export to 
Africa. During the ‘Midde Passage’ from Africa across the Atlantic, 
enslaved people would have been forced together into cramped 
ship hulls, unable to stand up or walk around for long periods. 
Dysentery, malnutrition and small pox were common causes of 
death on board ship. Hunger strikes and suicide were also reported 
- resistance to enslavement took many forms.  
 
Daily rations may have included yam, biscuits, rice, beans, plantain 
and occassionally meat. This was served in buckets - one bucket 
between ten people. Water was part of the rations, but generally 
unpleasant to drink. 
 
Between 1501 and 1866 it is estimated that over 12.5 million 
enslaved people were transported from Africa. Portugal was 
responsible for 5.8 million of the people related to this figure, with 
Britain a close second with 3.2 million of the total.  
 
Many lives were not recorded. Enslaved people would die before 
they reached other shores, or awaiting sale in ‘slave forts’ on the 
coast of Africa. Some estimate that these unrecorded deaths could 
also be as high as 12 million. 





These fragments of sugar cone moulds were 
discovered during the archaeological  
excavations of a kiln at Plympton and date to  
the 17th Century. 

Sugar cone mould sherds
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These sherds are known as ‘wasters’, as they were not successfully 
fired at the time of manufacture - possibly becoming broken or 
mishapen in the kiln. 
 
The clay is believed to be local, sourced from rivers running off 
Dartmoor and shows similarities to pottery manufactured in St 
Germans and Totnes from the same period. 
 
These small sherds appear to be the earliest known manufactured 
sugar cones in the UK. Sugar moulds such as this were used 
to mould boiled molasses into cone-shaped ‘loaves’ ready for 
transportation or sale to the general public. 
 
Although the exact site of the kiln is not known, it would not have 
been far from the waste dump that these sherds were found 
within. Many other fragments of sugar cone were found, along 
with fragments of syrup jars used with the cones for collecting 
liquid molasses during the cooling process. That these were being 
produced locally at a time when a sugar refinery (page 22) was 
being developed would suggest a link.  





Plymouth had a sugar processing industry 
during the 17th Century, with a ‘Sugar House’ 
located at Coxside, owned by sugarbaker 
Samuel Buttall. 

The ‘Sugar House’
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The most likely use for the Sugar House would have been for refining 
imported molasses, with separate spaces set aside for boiling, 
cooling, drying and storage for imported barrels of molasses and 
the completed loaves.  
 
The Sugar House was part of the same complex that included 
the China House and Marrowbone Slip, still located at Coxside 
today. This complex represents a major phase of reclamation that 
occured when the City had control of the foreshore during the 
Commonwealth. This image from 1873 still shows the site being 
refered to as a Sugar House. 
 
The use of buildings in this complex also changed many times - the 
China House was a likely storehouse or possible factory for William 
Cookworthy’s porcelain production (see page 26) but was also used 
as a prison during the mid-18th Century, a woollen manufactory, 
a Navy storehouse or victualling office and a Board of Ordnance 
gunwharf. The Sugar House was also used as a hospital for 
prisoners-of-war during the mid-18th Century and later as a  
timber yard. 
 
The location of this complex within 1000 yards of the Customs 
House on the Barbican allowed it to be used by merchants for 
import and export. 





Abolition 
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A Nonconformist religious organisation known as the Quakers called 
for an end to trading in enslaved people at a meeting in Plymouth 
as early as 1727. They were instrumental in developing a ground-
swell of support within the general public that contributed to the 
eventual signing of the 1807 Act for the Abolition of the  
Slave Trade.  
 
During his travels across Britain collecting evidence in support of 
abolition, Thomas Clarkson laid the foundation for the ‘Plymouth 
Committee of Abolitionists’. He met with a small group of active 
people from the city, including local banker Sir William Elford and 
clockmaker Samuel Northcote.  
 
In 1789 the ‘Plymouth Committee of Abolitionists’ published a 
pamphlet that included an image that was to become one of the 
most enduring visualisations of the reality of this trade and one of 
the important tools of the abolitionist campaign - the engraving 
Stowage of the British slave Ship Brookes under the Regulated 
Slave Trade Act of 1788. 
 
The scaled image of the vessel fully-laden with enslaved people, 
showing the legal capacity of ‘slaves-per-tonne’ of ship was 
compared by a clergyman of the time as akin to Dante’s Inferno, a 
vision of hell.  

Plymouth had a major role to play in bringing 
transatlantic slavery to an end through its strong 
links to the abolition movement in Britain.
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Despite the passing of the 1807 Act for the Abolition of the Slave 
Trade, the Royal Navy, sailing from Plymouth and other ports, 
played a significant role in enforcing the newly passed act. Between 
1807 and 1866, the Royal Navy captured well over 500 slave ships, 
and prevented many more from trading.  
 
Following the Abolition Act, the Royal Navy were directed to stop 
other nations from filling the gap in the market left by Britain, 
however limited resources and finance were committed to  
this endeavour.  
 
The Royal Navy continued to patrol the seas, searching for ships 
carrying enslaved people long after the British Government passed 
the 1833 Act for the Abolition of Slavery.  
 
This act was meant to bring an end to the illegal trade, though it 
remained a reality in many British colonies long after its abolition. 



Cookworthy was an outstanding chemist and 
an active Quaker, a faith group committed to 
working for equality and peace.  

William Cookworthy
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He was linked to both local and national groups interested in the 
abolition of the slave trade, including as a member of the Society 
for Effecting the Abolition of the Slave Trade, founded by Thomas 
Clarkson and Grenville Sharp in 1787. He joined Charles Fox and 
John Prideaux as three Plymouth-based members. George Harrison, 
a member on the founding committee, was married to Susanna, 
Cookworthy’s daughter.  
 
The Society was formed seven years after Cookworthy’s death in 
1780. His business parter, Richard Champion was also a Quaker 
and had strong links to the abolitionist cause in Bristol, particularly 
through is association with Edmund Burke MP. His daughter Sarah 
married Charles Fox and was very active in abolitionist circles, 
including friendships with the evangelist John Wesley, the writer 
Hannah More and indeed with Thomas Clarkson. 
 
Clarkson mentions Cookworthy in his 1808 book The History of 
the Abolition of the Slave Trade. It reads “At Plymouth I laid the 
foundation of another committee. The late William Cookworthy, 
the late John Prideaux, and James Fox, all of the society of the 
Quakers, and Mr George Leach, Samuel Northcote, and John 
Saunders, had a principal share in forming it.” 
 
This perhaps indicates Cookworthy’s importance as a senior member 
of society in Plymouth and his influence in galvanising support for 
the cause, prior to any official committee being formed. 





Olaudah Equiano was the most prominent 
person of African heritage to be involved with the 
abolition of the Transatlantic Slave Trade.  

Olaudah Equiano
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He wrote an autobiography highlighting the horrors of the trade, 
which were all first-hand experiences as Equiano was himself an 
emancipated slave.  
 
This autobiography provided fuel to the abolitionist movement 
at the end of the 18th Century. The Interesting Narrative of the 
Life of Olaudah Equiano, or Gustavus Vassa, the African was 
first published in 1789, and put him firmly on the frontline of the 
abolitionist movement. When Equiano returned to England as a free 
man, he landed in Plymouth. 
 
Later in his life, Equiano became involved with the Committee for 
the Relief of the Black Poor in London and supported the creation 
of a resettlement colony in Sierra Leone.  
 
He later helped the development of the Sierra Leone Company and 
was given the position of Commissary of Provisions and Stores 
for the company in Plymouth. His job was to receive the food and 
equipment needed for the ships sailing to Sierra Leone and ensure 
its safe arrival and usage by the inhabitants, not the ships crew. 
 
He discovered that the officials in Plymouth were corrupt and the 
colonies would have suffered as a result. He was sacked from his 
job, even though the Navy Board stood up for him, and was later 
proved correct, as only 60 of the 374 people the company moved to 
Sierra Leone survived the first four years. 





Thomas Clarkson was among the foremost 
British campaigners against both slavery and the 
slave trade.   

Thomas Clarkson
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By 1787, Clarkson had co-founded the Society for Effecting the 
Abolition of the Slave Trade along with other influential figures of 
the day such as Granville Sharp, one of the first campaigners for 
the abolition of slavery. 
 
The formation of this Society had a direct contribution to the 
eventual signing of the 1807 Act for the Abolition of the Slave Trade. 
During the period before the Act had been passed, Clarkson is 
known to have visited Plymouth to gain support for the Society. 
While in Plymouth he helped lay the foundation for the Plymouth 
Committee of Abolitionists by encouraging local supporters to 
gather and discuss possible action.  
 
Clarkson was the most active of campaigners, tirelessly gathering 
information about the trade in enslaved people. Clarkson was said 
to have travelled over 35,000 miles on his horse over a period of 
seven years to gather information. 
 
Clarkson was instrumental in setting up the Sierra Leone Company 
to resettle Black Loyalists after the American Revolutionary War. 
Building upon earlier work by Granville Sharp through the St 
George Bay Company, the Sierra Leone Company helped resettle 
over 1,000 settlers in the newly founded city of Freetown. The 
situation was far from perfect however, with ‘apprentices’ settled 
in Sierra Leone effectively remaining as enslaved people bought by 
British colonists. 
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The Brookes engraving was first used by the 
Plymouth Committee of Abolitionists to draw 
local attention to the Transatlantic Slave Trade.

The Brookes engraving

It shows the slave ship Brookes of Liverpool with its cargo of 454 
enslaved people, as it would have sailed the thousands of miles 
from the coast of Africa across the Atlantic ocean. 
 
Look closely at the engraving. The largest compartment shows 
males shackled together. It also shows women, boys and girls 
unshackled - all would have been forced to lie down for the majority 
of the journey. 
 
The first version of this powerful image was used by the Plymouth 
Committee of Abolitionists in 1789 in a pamphlet. It proved to be 
so effective in showing the cruelty of slavery that it was reprinted 
all over the country many times. Thomas Clarkson showed this 
engraving to the Society for Effecting the Abolition of the 
Slave Trade soon after it was published. It was said to “make an 
instantaneous impression of horror upon all who saw it, and as 
it was therefore very instrumental, in consequence of the wide 
circulation given it, in serving the cause of the injured Africans”. 
 
The Brookes was known to have carried more enslaved people 
than the legal limit of the time, up to 609 on a previous voyage - 
155 more people than are shown on the engraving. Many editions 
of the pamphlet were printed and most people who supported 
the abolitionists had access to one. It was an incredibly strong 
propaganda image for the anti-slavery movement and gained 
national attention.
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William Wilberforce was a Tory politician and 
abolitionist who led the parliamentary campaign 
against the slave trade.    

William Wilberforce

Wilberforce made his first speech on the subject of abolition in the 
Houses of Parliament in May 1789, drawing heavily on evidence from 
Thomas Clarkson in publications such as ‘The history of the rise, 
progress, and accomplishment of the abolition of the African slave 
trade by the British Parliament’. Clarkson provided Wilberforce with 
a plan-of-action and a network of influential supporters. 
 
A bill was first introduced in 1791, but was easily defeated by 
163 votes to 88. Petititions flooded into Parliament in support of 
immediate abolition. In 1792, 519 petitions from across Britain with 
390,000 signatures had been delivered. Wilberforce continued to 
campaign in Parliament, shifting the focus from the abolition of 
slavery to the abolition of the slave trade. 
 
It was hoped that campaigning against the slave trade rather than 
slavery itself would be a more realistic target and that slavery would 
cease as a natural consequence of the trade being abolished. The 
House of Commons eventually passed the 1807 Act for the Abolition 
of the Slave Trade, tabled not by Wilberforce but by the Prime 
Minister Lord Grenville, to stop the trade of enslaved people. 
 
Wilberforce was involved with the founding of the Sierra Leone 
Company. He, along with other social reformers known as the 
Clapham Sect, founded Freetown in Sierra Leone. This was supposed 
to be a safe haven for freed slaves, but in reality continued exploiting 
people with an ‘apprenticeship’ system of forced labour.
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This report comes from the Cottonian Collection 
and was probably added to the collection by 
William Cotton II.    

Sierra Leone Company Report

Cotton II inherited the collection in 1791 from his father, who had 
in turn inherited from his brother-in-law. Cotton II relocated the 
collection to his own home in Clapham Common. 
 
At this time, a group of Church of England social reformers were 
based in Clapham. They shared common political views such as the 
liberation of enslaved people and the abolition of the slave trade. 
Although not a member of the Sect itself, Cotton II mixed in the 
same social circles as other members. Although we can’t be certain 
that Cotton II was involved directly with the abolition movement, 
he did purchase a Wedgwood ‘Am I Not a Man and a Brother?’ 
medallion that sadly no longer survives in the Cottonian Collection. 
 
The Clapham Sect were instrumental in establishing a colony 
in Sierra Leone through their subscriptions to the Sierra Leone 
Company. Cotton II rented a property in Clapham to the Sierra 
Leone Company in the 1790s, so was not only aware of the 
company, but had also profited from them.  
 
Despite an initial social and moral motivation behind the foundation 
of Freetown, the Sierra Leone Company slowly transformed into a 
regulated colony that could be exploited. By 1795 the Company 
became incorporated and former slaves began to be brought to the 
colony. The premise of the company was that “extensive commerce 
might be greatly facilitated”. This resulted in the continued 
exploitation of people and an extraction of wealth back to Britain.
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This letter from William Wilberforce to the then 
Lord Mayor of Plymouth, Henry Woollcombe, 
is one of two letters from Wilberforce in the 
collections of The Box.

William Wilberforce letter

Henry Woollcombe was a solicitor in the city, founder member of 
Plymouth Athenaeum and committed abolitionist. This particular 
letter dates to a period of ill health for Wilberforce, but shows his 
continued committment to the abolitionist cause

W London
July 9th 1814

Sir, 
I am truly sensible of the honour done me by the meeting of the 
inhabitants of the town and vicinity of Plymouth by their note of 
thanks; and (unknown) with pleasure the great interest which you 
yourself will as they take in the good cause of the abolition of the 
African Slave Trade. 
 
I remain 
Sir 
Your most at service 
W Wilberforce 
 
Henry Woolcombe Esq. 
Plymouth 
P.S I trust you will excuse my dictating as I have far more writing 
than agree with my health and eyes.
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This poster was produced in 1828 for a meeting 
at the Guildhall, long after the 1807 Act for 
the Abolition of the Slave Trade, which made it 
illegal for British nationals to be involved with the 
Transatlantic Slave Trade.

Petition of Parliament poster
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It was crucial that the abolitionists’ campaign continued until 
slavery was abolished altogether. The campaign consisted of public 
meetings where the brutality of slavery was discussed and petitions 
were signed and sent to London to put pressure on both Houses 
of Parliament. By the end of 1814, 864 petitions had been sent to 
London, bearing 755,000 signatures; in 1824 a further 777 petitions 
were sent to Parliament. This continued until the 1833 Act for the 
Abolition of Slavery was passed. 
 
The poster lists many important people from Plymouth who were 
involved with the abolitionist movement in the 19th Century. They 
include the mayor Richard Pridham and other names you may still 
find familiar today - David Derry, Samuel Rowe, John Prideaux and 
Henry Woollcombe (himself an ex-mayor).  
 
The Plymouth Ladies Auxiliary also contributed support to the 
gathering of signatures and raised funds to contribute to the 
campaign. Significant national pressure came from Elizabeth Heyrick 
and the Female Society for Birmingham, who suggested women’s 
associations should withdraw their funding from the national Anti-
Slavery Society if it did not support their new campaign calling for 
an immediate end to slavery.
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Contemporary Legacies 
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Its legacies remain with us today. Not only does slavery still exist in 
many parts of the world, but the attitudes that allowed it to flourish 
in and from Africa have not disappeared. The trade in enslaved 
people on such a scale arose from commercial pressure to make as 
much money as possible. Europeans had began to rationalise and 
justify their treatment of black people as ‘inferior’ human beings in 
order to exploit a labour supply that could not demand payment.  
 
Racism underpinned the Transatlantic Slave Trade; the presence 
of racism in many parts of Europe and the Americas today is a 
damaging legacy of the trade. Racism is not just a set of ideas 
or beliefs, it has a very important economic function. It not only 
degrades and humiliates but it also robs and impoverishes the 
people who are its target. Racism made the cheap labour force 
that the capitalist system demanded - Europe became rich at the 
expense of the exploited. 
 
Without the Transatlantic Slave Trade and the colonisation of vast 
areas of Africa, the Americas and later India, there wouldn’t have 
been the wealth available to fuel the Industrial Revolution in Britain 
 
The Industrial Revolution of the 19th Century was based on getting 
raw materials cheaply, tightly controlling the use of labour and 
energy in manufacture and finding large markets for selling the 

It took many decades to shut down the 
Transatlantic Slave Trade after the 1807 Act for 
the Abolition of the Slave Trade and the 1833 Act 
for the Abolition of Slavery were passed.
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finished product. In that period, the raw material, whether it 
was cotton, sugar, tobacco or timber, was available through the 
plantations, using enslaved peoples or indentured labour.  
 
To maintain this industry, cheap labour and energy was found in 
the towns, villages, hills and valleys of the British Isles. The key 
to the success of many industrialists was the realisation that the 
markets could be found in the same places from which the slave 
and indentured labour came: the countries of the Empire. 
 
Africa is a continent rich in human ingenuity and natural resources 
such as diamonds, gold, other metals, and timber. However, the 
people of Africa and those Africans in the Diaspora (through forced 
migrations) are still not enjoying the benefits the fair exploitation of 
these raw materials could provide. 
 
International commercial pressures exist just as much today as 
they did 200 years ago. The Transatlantic Slave Trade involved the 
trafficking of people. The plantation system dealt in commodities 
that were the product of forced labour. Today’s newspapers are full 
of similar stories, just with differing situations.  
 
The term ‘human capital stock’ was publically used in 2020 by 
White House economics adviser Kevin Hassett to describe the 
American workforce. Racially charged, dehumanising language has 
re-entered the political domain.  
 
Over the same weekend as this statement was made, George Floyd 
was killed by police in Minneapolis, prompting an international 
protest in support of the ‘Black Lives Matter’ movement.
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Discussion Points

Memorialisation and Commemoration 

In June 2020, following international protests around the ‘Black 
Lives Matter’ movement, Plymouth City Council agreed to rename 
‘Sir John Hawkins Square’. You’ve probably also spotted lots of 
things named after Sir Francis Drake and the Mayflower in the city. 
 
Considering their involvement in the Transatlantic Slave Trade and 
colonisation, do you think these names should be memorialised in 
this way? You could explore this question as a whole class enquiry 
topic, or through individual discussions with your students.  
 

Resistance and Rebellion
Look at the leg shackles on page 19. What do these tell you 
about how enslaved people reacted to their enslavement and 
transportation from Africa to the Caribbean and America?  
 
Discuss the issue of resistance and rebellion with your class. You 
could also research other objects that demonstrate resistance and 
rebellion by enslaved people. 
 

Abolition
Revisit all of the paintings and documents associated with the 
abolition of the Transatlantic Slave Trade in this resource. Discuss 
with your students which (if any) was the most important factor in 
bringing the slave trade to an end. 
 
Invite your students to reflect on modern issues that they are not 
happy with. How could they make personal, collective or political 
changes to have an impact on that issue?
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